THE DEEP AWAKENING
an experiential retreat and celebration of life
the deep awake state is profound shift in consciousness, which is completely natural and
available to all of us
it’s an experience of the oneness of being that underlies the separateness of appearances
this is accompanied by an expansive feeling of universal love and an unshakeable
conﬁdence that, despite all the suﬀering, life is essentially good
philosopher T!M FREKE invites you to experience the deep awake state for yourself at this
powerfully transformative retreat
with his trademark lucidity and humour, T!M will share his unique approach to awakening,
which urges us to both wake up to oneness and become empowered as unique individuals
T!M creates an extremely safe environment in which we can relax and be ourselves… then he
guides us deep into the awakened state

the deep awakening retreat is an opportunity to feel the WOW of life so powerfully that
things are never be the same again
at the end of the retreat participants return home conscious and connected, having shared
a very special experience with some amazing new friends … empowered to live a deep
awake life

TRANSFORMATIVE TEACHINGS
drawing on the ideas in his groundbreaking books ‘deep awake’ and ‘soul story’, T!M will share
profoundly simple and insightful ideas to help you understand your life in an astonishing new
way
he will help you experience for yourself the nature of your unique soul, the oneness of
spirit and the deep purpose of life
he will show you how you can know the essential non-duality of reality and embrace your
human vulnerability
each retreat is diﬀerent because T!M responds to the unique character of each group of
participants, but he will cover topics such as …
the meaning of life and nature of death
how to escape the enlightenment trap and become a lover of life
why the ego is your friend not your enemy

SOUL-TO-SOUL MEDITATIONS
T!M will guide a number of deep awake practices, including some extremely powerful 'soul-tosoul’ meditations through which you can experience an immediate shift in consciousness
these are meditations we practise with a partner, which quickly bring us into a deep state
of oneness in a safe and simple way
they involve connecting deeply with others in various ways … for example by simply
gazing into someone's eyes

T!M has been pioneering ’ ‘gazing’ and his other soul-to-soul meditations for nearly 20 years,
during which time he has shared them with 1000s of people and reﬁned them into
extraordinarily powerful practises
gazing into some’s eyes may feel strange at ﬁrst, but soon feels safe and completely natural
then as we gaze deeply we realise we are connecting with more than a beautiful face … we
are reaching through the appearances to connect with another conscious being
and when the connection goes really deep it becomes clear we are both separate and notseparate from each other … which is an exquisite experience of all-consuming
communion and all-embracing compassion

THE DEEP AWAKE IMMERSION
at the heart of the deep awakening retreat is a truly magical practise of communal gazing T!M
calls the ‘deep awake immersion’ … because we get to totally immerse ourselves in the deep
awake state
we create an enchanted space, full of beautiful lighting and inspiring music, within which
we can share a life-changing experience you will never forget
the deep awake immersion is incredibly moving because we clearly see the beauty within each
other and in ourselves
we connect with everyone so deeply that our sense of separateness melts into ‘big love’
and this is so natural and reassuring it feels like coming home.

SOUL TRANSMUTATION
the deep awakening is constantly evolving as T!M’s philosophy and practises deepen
drawing on the new ideas in his latest book ‘soul story’, T!M has introduced practises to
enable us to engage with the process of soul formation and soul transmutation
these practises help us consciously create the character of our unique souls … so we
transform what is holding us back in life, and feel empowered to the best of ourselves to
life by realising our individual genius

DIFFERENT TYPES OF DEEP AWAKENING
all deep awakenings retreats include soul-to-soul practise and the deep awake immersion
however special deep awakening can have a particular focus
the philosophical deep awakening focuses on T!M’s revolutionary ideas in his new book
‘soul story’
the relationship deep awakening examines how to nature of deep awake relationships
and enables those that come with a partner, child, parent or friend to go deeply into that
particular relationship
the silent deep awakening explores the power of letting go of chitchat and sinking into
stillness
the gnostic deep awakening explores the myths and teaching of the original Christians

IS THIS FOR YOU?
the deep awakening brings together men and woman of all ages and backgrounds
some participants are long-time spiritual explorers and others are new to the possibility of
awakening
the youngest participant has been 13 years old and our oldest 87 years old
some participants come because they are going through a challenging time and others
because life is expanding positively
some are attracted by T!M’s deep ideas and others by his big heart
Tim has brought his deep awake teachings and practises to radically diﬀerent cultures
throughout the world
this includes the UK, USA, Japan, Mexico, Argentina, Canada, Netherlands, Croatia, Cyprus,
Norway, Ireland, Greece, Czech Republic, Hawaii, South Africa
now he want to share the deep awake state with you!

MORE INFORMATION
you can watch a video of T!M explain what happens at the deep awakening here
you can watch video testimonials of participants describing their experiences of the deep
awakening here
details of forthcoming deep awakening retreats here
If you have any questions T!M’s life-partner debbie is happy to personally talk with you …
you can contact her on
debbie@timfreke.com
UK (0)781 786 8859

